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The practical number of charge carriers loaded is crucial to the evaluation of the capacity performance
of carbon-based electrodes in service, and cannot be easily addressed experimentally. In this paper, we
report a density functional theory study of charge carrier adsorption onto zigzag edge-shaped graphene
nanoribbons (ZGNRs), both pristine and incorporating edge substitution with boron, nitrogen or
oxygen atoms. All edge substitutions are found to be energetically favorable, especially in oxidized
environments. The maximal loading of protons onto the substituted ZGNR edges obeys a rule of [8-n-
1], where n is the number of valence electrons of the edge-site atom constituting the adsorption site.
Hence, a maximum charge loading is achieved with boron substitution. This result correlates in
a transparent manner with the electronic structure characteristics of the edge atom. The boron edge
atom, characterized by the most empty p band, facilitates more than the other substitutional cases the
accommodation of valence electrons transferred from the ribbon, induced by adsorption of protons.
This result not only further confirms the possibility of enhancing charge storage performance of
carbon-based electrochemical devices through chemical functionalization but also, more importantly,
provides the physical rationale for further design strategies.
1. Introduction
Graphene is a flat monolayer of carbon atoms tightly packed into
a honeycomb lattice. Its unique characteristics as a two-dimen-
sional material have stimulated widespread efforts to gain a full
understanding of its various properties through experimental
and theoretical methods.1–6 Potential applications in condensed
matter physics and electrochemistry have in particular high-
lighted a need to understand the structure and properties of its
open edges,7–12 which are expected to display intrinsically
different electronic features compared with other sp2 based
carbon-based nanostructures. In particular, the reactivity of
zigzag edge-shaped graphene nanoribbons (ZGNRs) is very high
due to the presence of highly localized electronic states at the
edge carbon atoms.13–15 For example, it is well documented that
carbon atoms at the edges of ZGNRs offer superior chemical
reactivity for the attachment of chemical groups than those on
AGNR edges, in the ribbon’s bulk, or on CNT edges.16,17
Modification of nanoribbons by the introduction of appro-
priate elements or functional groups may enable the manipula-
tion of electronic, structural and chemical properties, allowing
targeting of different applications. In this context, the hetero-
atom substitutional doping and chemical functionalization have
become topics of interest in sensing, transport, electrochemical
and optical applications.18–25 The mechanism of energy storage in
diverse electrochemical devices inherently involves movement of
charge carriers to and from electrode surfaces. Thanks to the
highly extended surface areas and excellent conductivity, chem-
ically modified graphenes are currently the most extensively
examined and widely utilized electrode materials, with develop-
ment focusing on achieving a high adsorption concentration of
charge carriers.21,24–27 The maximization of the concentration of
charge carriers is decisive to determine the overall electro-
chemical performance of electrode. In contrast to the limitation
of experiments, the edge chemistry of graphene ribbons can be
more easily tailored using theoretical calculations. Consequently,
studies of proton adsorption on chemically modified graphene
ribbons at an electronic scale are extremely important and will
provide a means for obtaining a rigorous theoretical under-
standing of the reactivity of charge carriers at a graphene elec-
trode, a process of importance to fields as diverse as solutions,
fuel-cell operation, and supercapacitors.
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Theoretical electronic structures of GNRs have been exten-
sively investigated using the tight-binding (TB)method and the ab
initio density-functional theory (DFT) method.28–31 Density
functional theory has long been proven as an effective method for
the study of ground state properties of materials, and it has been
applied extremely successfully to the calculation of physical,
mechanical, and electrical properties in metal, semiconductor,
and ionic conductors. Even though density functional theory has
been criticized for poor evaluation of the band gap, for the present
it is still themostwidely adopted andhighly recognized efficient ab
initio method. More accurate methods (but much more time-
consuming), such as the improved functional, orbital-dependent
potentials, many-body correction, etc., are preferred in further
studies on the electronic properties of graphene nanoribbon
systems if precise values are desired.3236 Here, adopting first-
principles electronic structure calculations, we report the band
gap tuning of zigzag-shaped nanoribbons by edge doping, and
also the maximal proton loading. Aside from identifying that the
adsorption energy of protons is energetically favorable, we also
arrive at the novel conclusion that the maximum numbers of
adsorbed protons on each substituted ZGNR edge obey the rule
of [8-n-1] (n is the number of outermost valence electrons of the
edge atom). (Explicit water molecules are also introduced in the
supercell models to examine the effect of hydrogen bonds on
proton adsorption on each substituted ribbon edge, and this does
not change the conclusion.)
2. Computational methods
Our first-principles calculations are based on density-functional
theory (DFT) with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof gradient cor-
rected functional,37 as implemented in the PWSCF package.38
Spin-polarized calculations are necessary for precise estimation of
the energy of the open shell case inDFT, such as in the pristine and
oxygen-substituted ribbons. In our case, however, the reduction
of the predicted total energy by imposing spin polarization was
found to be negligible. We used an ultrasoft pseudopotential to
replace the core electrons of atoms.39 In all calculations, a 7 1
1 shifted Monkhorst–Pack40 k-point mesh was used for the
sampling of the Brillouin zone and a plane-wave cutoff energy of
40 Ry was used for the energy calculations to achieve a full
convergence of 2  102 eV on total energies. A denser k-point
grid of 15  1  1 and a higher cutoff energy of 70 Ry were also
adopted for testing, and the calculated total energy difference was
no larger than 3  102 eV per atom, which suggests that the
current parameters are sufficient to achieve a well-converged
result. Geometry optimization procedures have been performed
by fully relaxing the positions of all of the atoms in a supercell until
the residual forces were smaller than 2.6 102 eVA1. Geometry
optimization is performed for all of the structures with the
Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno algorithm.41
The unit cell of ZGNRs, as shown in the dashed line in Fig. 1a,
is built from the perfect graphite geometry with an optimized
periodic C–C bond distance of 4.274 A. We focused on a semi-
infinite model by using a 3  1  1 supercell, which is three times
larger than the unit cell along the x-axis. The edge dangling
bonds on the lower side of the nanoribbon are saturated with
hydrogen atoms. In order to quench the formation of edge states
and avoid unphysically low coordination numbers, the dangling
bonds on the upper side, except for the ones involved in
adsorbing protons, are also saturated. The in-plane and
perpendicular distances between ribbons in adjacent supercells
are as large as 10 and 15 A, respectively, creating sufficient
vacuum to avoid the interactions between the adjacent supercells.
In the proton adsorption calculations, a specific charge is
assigned to the supercell. A neutralizing homogeneous back-
ground charge was assumed to avoid the divergence of the long-
range interaction between the proton and its periodic images.
3. Results and discussions
3.1. Structural stability of heteroatom-doped nanoribbons
We began by investigating the substitutional stability of hetero-
atoms B, N, and O under dilute conditions. To simulate an iso-
lated substitution center, our nanoribbon is described by
a supercell using 3  1  1 unit cells (Fig. 1a), implying that
a substituted atom corresponds to an elemental concentration of
2.13%. The substitution energy can be addressed as
Esub ¼ Eheteroatom:ZGNR  EZGNR  mheteroatom + mcarbon (1)
where Eheteroatom:ZGNR is the energy of the heteroatom-
substituted supercell, EZGNR is the energy of pristine supercell,
and mheteroatom and mcarbon are calculated using the total energy of
the ground states of each species. The site-specific substitution
energies of heteroatoms starting from the edge and moving
towards the inside layers of the ribbons are shown in Fig. 1b. The
substitution is clearly most stable along the edge sites of the
ribbons in all cases, with the energy difference to the inside layer
site being larger than 0.9 eV per cell, which agrees well with the
computational findings reported by Yu et al.42 Edges on gra-
phene sheets can be viewed as topological defects, thus having
electronic properties that are remarkably different from those of
the inner sites. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) images of
graphene sheets revealed bright stripes along their edges, sug-
gesting a high density of edge states near the Fermi level.13
Another reason for this large substitution energy difference could
be that the less constrained crystal lattice environment at the
edge gives flexibility for more adequate geometrical relaxation to
relieve strain induced by the substitution. For example, the
largest atomic displacement during structural relaxation in the
Fig. 1 (a) Scheme of 3  1  1 eight-layer ZGNR supercell with a single
edge H-saturated. The unit cell is indicated by the red dashed line; (b) plot
of substitution energies of heteroatoms on carbon atoms at different
layers as indicated by the number in (a).


































































boron edge-substituted supercell is more than 1.4 times greater
than that occurring for the inner substitutions.
Effects related to varying the substitution ratio are considered
by changing the size of the cell. The substitution stability was
studied at two ratios, 2.13% and 6.67%. The doped atomic
percentage of 2.13% corresponds to one dopant atom per 3 1
1 supercell and 6.67% is one dopant atomper 1 1 1 unit cell. In
both cases substitution is only at the edge sites. As shown inFig. 2,
the substitution energies change only slightly when increasing the
substitution ratio in this way for both B and N, implying no
significant energetic interaction between the co-substituted
heteroatoms. In the case of oxygen substitution, a repulsive
interaction is observed between oxygen atoms in neighbors. All
substitutional processes turn out to be exothermic, most notably
for oxygen, which provides a complementary understanding of
the easy contamination of graphene in oxidized environments.
3.2. Edge doping for band gap tuning in nanoribbons
The electronic structure of these heteroatom-substituted gra-
phene nanoribbons is examined at the atomic percentage doping
of 6.67%within the unit cell geometry (Fig. 3 and S1†), in order to
investigate the intrinsic electronic mechanism responsible for the
edge properties. In Fig. 3, we show the band structures of pristine
ZGNR in comparison with B, N and O substitutional configu-
rations. In the pristine ZGNR, the bare edge C atom has one
orbital not participating in sp2 hybridization. As a consequence,
except for the metallic eigenstates ruled by edgep andp* orbitals
along wave vectors parallel to the x direction, the linear combi-
nations of dangling bonds at the edges also form a flat s band as
expected near the Fermi energy, as shown in Fig. 3b. Because the
mirror symmetry of both edges is broken in our semi-infinite
model, another electronic feature previously reported for
symmetricmodels is no longer retained, namely, the flatp-top and
p*-bottom bands near the X point are no longer degenerate.
Since the unique properties of the ribbons are associated with
their edge states, edge modification by replacing the edge C atom
with another heteroatom – in the present study B, N or O – may
facilitate control of the electronic structure properties of the
ribbons. From Fig. 3a, c and d, it is apparent that B, N and O
modify the electronic structure of pristine ribbons in the vicinity
of the Fermi level such that B acts as an acceptor while N and O
act as donors. Since no other states are formed in the band, the
extra hole or electron coming from the doped element must be
allocated in what were the initial valence or conduction bands of
the pristine ribbon, with a consequent shift of the bands.
Upon boron edge substitution, as shown in Fig. 3a, the flat p
band remains half occupied and constitutes the top of the valence
band, whereas the s band shifts upward to be above the Fermi
energy and is therefore unoccupied. Hence, nanoribbons termi-
nated with boron at the edge display an energy split between the
p–p* levels in equilibrium, as has also been very recently found
by Martins.31 We find that in N substituted ribbons (Fig. 3c), the
p–p* states are perturbed only slightly and both the p band and
the s band are now fully occupied due to the extra electrons
donated by the edge N atom. N-doped ZGNRs also give rise to
a gapped semiconducting ribbon, although the gap energy is as
small as 0.07 eV. In contrast, the oxygen-doped ribbon displays
metallic character. The computational description of the gra-
phene nanoribbon within density functional theory (DFT) is
more or less straightforward. Since electronic exchange is
nonlocal, while electronic interaction is described by the PBE
potential under the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
in this work, the band gap is expected to be underestimated due
to the semi-local approximation in the PBE potential, or due to
the approximation resulted delocalization error. Nevertheless,
most of the recent DFT calculations yield a description of this
material in close accordance with experimental findings, quite
independent of the exchange-correlation functional employed.
Due to the large chemical potential difference induced by the
substituted O atom, the O-py/pz lone pair related fully occupied
p–s bands shift downward to lower energy ranges that are out of
our examined range. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 3d, only the
dispersive p* band crosses the Fermi level.
3.3. Maximal proton loading on the doped edge of nanoribbons
Having studied the equilibrium geometry and electronic struc-
ture properties of heteroatom substitution on the exposed ribbon
edge, we next examined their affiliation to charge carriers, i.e.,
protons, within the finite supercells. The intrinsic dangling bonds
at the ribbon edges provide active sites for chemical bonding and
thus make the ribbons also suitable as a trap for attracting charge
carriers. Our modeling setup considers ionized H (H+) atoms as
charge carriers. The adsorption energy was estimated by the total
energy difference
Eads ¼ (EH+-edge  Eedge  nmH+)/n (2)
where EH+-edge is the total energy of ribbon with proton loading,
Eedge is the energy of the bare ribbon with different heteroatom
Fig. 2 Substitution energies of heteroatoms on the edge of ZGNRs
considering different ratios.
Fig. 3 Band structures of (b) pristine and (a), (c) and (d) edge-
substituted ZGNR by B, N and O, respectively, triangles and circles
indicate p- and s-bands, respectively.


































































substitution, mH+ is the chemical potential of a proton, and n is
the number of loaded protons. In an aqueous source H+ is in the
ionized state, hence mH+ can be calculated as the total energy of
positively charged H in a sufficiently large supercell. Further
details on the theoretical methods are given in ref. (43–46).
The adsorption of protons on the (bare) heteroatom-
substituted edge of ZGNRs has also been investigated with
regard to maximum loading and consequently the protonic
charge carrier density available. As shown in Fig. 4, the
adsorption of protons is exothermic, revealing that the adsorp-
tion of pre-existing protons onto the edge of ZGNRs is strongly
energetically favorable up to a certain maximal loading. Total
energy results also indicate that there is a repulsive interaction
between the co-adsorbed charge carriers, such that the single
adsorption configuration is energetically the most favorable as
shown in Fig. 4 and the exothermic adsorption energy decreases
gradually with more adsorbed protons. There exist limited
computational and experimental results to date for the interac-
tion energies of protons with bare graphene edges in an aqueous
environment that would allow us to make a direct comparison.
As shown in Fig. 4b, the number of protons that can be adsorbed
onto the heteroatom-substituted edge of ZGNRs follows the rule
of 8-n-1, where 8 is the maximal occupation for the outermost s +
p orbitals (valence shell) and n is the number of valence electrons
of the edge atom. This result is in close resemblance to the case of
hydrogen atom adsorption on transition metal atoms, where the
maximum number adsorbed has been reported to obey an 18-
electron rule,47 where the phenomenon is also intrinsically
correlated with the outermost electronic structure characteristics
of edge atoms. The present 8-n-1 rule may be rationalized in
terms of the observation that, in the absence of counter ions,
coulomb repulsion will make it energetically unfavorable for two
positive charges to be localized on a given edge site. Taking
oxygen as a first example, its valence shell is already filled
(through the two sigma bonds to its neighboring carbon atoms).
Hence, the Lewis base properties of oxygen will allow one proton
to adsorb, but a second adsorption onto the same oxygen site
would be energetically unfavorable due to charge repulsion.
Moving to nitrogen, which has one less valence electron, we note
that it is possible to adsorb a second proton to the same nitrogen
site because one electron can be drawn from the ribbon (most
likely localized from within the p-framework) to the N adsorp-
tion site to facilitate attachment of the second proton, simulta-
neously dispersing the second positive charge over a larger area
and thereby avoiding the coulomb repulsion barrier. This fills the
valence shell of the edge nitrogen atom. No further protons can
be adsorbed onto that site since, with the N valence shell now
filled, no more electrons can be localized from the ribbon and
hence a third adsorbed proton would run into the energy barrier
associated with repulsion between two localized positive charges.
Following this same line of argument it becomes apparent why
an edge carbon site can adsorb up to three protons (with two
electrons localized from the ribbon until its valence shell is filled)
and an edge boron atom can adsorb up to four protons (with
three electrons localized from the ribbon until its valence shell is
filled). Hence, the number of protons adsorbed will be maximized
in the case of B-doped ZGNRs. This result gives a simple and
transparent explanation of the experimental observation that
boron-doped active carbon exhibits higher interfacial capaci-
tance than that of boron-free carbon.48
Next, we study the difference electron density (rdiff) isosurfaces
in all the configurations at each proton loading in order to
characterize the occurrence of charge-transfer processes and to
identify which orbitals are involved in the bonding process. In the
proton adsorbed nanoribbon system, rdiff is given by
rdiff ¼ r(H+-edge)  r(H+)  r(edge) (3)
where r(H+-edge) is the electron density of a supercell containing
the loaded proton nanoribbon system, r(H+) is the electron
density of the same supercell with the proton only, and r(edge) is
analogous for the nanoribbon system only. Thus, a rdiff isosur-
face indicates the charge displacements induced by an interaction
between the proton and the active ribbon edge. We notice that
the morphology of an adsorbed proton on the ribbon edge is
independent of the type of edge atom. In all the cases here
reported, the energetically favorable spatial arrangements of the
adsorbed protons are within a plane perpendicular to the ribbon
surface [see Fig. 5 and S2†]. A proton is a highly ionized particle
and in most cases will act as an electron trap. Due to the strong
electronegativity difference between the adsorbed proton and the
edge atom, the calculated difference in charge distribution
reveals that most charge transfer occurs from the partially or
fully occupied ribbon edge atom-p orbitals to the adsorbed
proton-s orbitals, and hence, as a result of electron polarization,
a strong interaction forms between the adsorbed proton and the
edge atom in every case. As shown in Fig. 5, the accumulation of
charge in the adsorbed proton layer is highly localized and is
characteristic of an s-orbital symmetry. It is worth noting that
the proton adsorption mechanism shown in the above systems is
mainly related to the electronic structure properties of the edge
atoms, which are characterized by a variety of localized states
Fig. 4 (a) Calculated edge adsorption energies of protons on zigzag
edge-shaped graphene nanoribbons as a function of the number of
adsorbed protons. (b) Front and side views of the atomic configuration of
doped ribbons with maximal numbers 4, 3, 2, and 1 of adsorbed protons
for exposed B-, C-, N-, and O-edges respectively.
Fig. 5 Front and side views of the charge density difference of maxi-
mally loaded protonated ZGNRs with (b) pristine and heteroatom (a)
boron, (c) nitrogen and (d) oxygen substituted ribbons (isovalues for all
the isosurfaces are 0.005 eA3). Only the top several atomic layers are
shown for better visualization. Red indicates electronic density gain, blue
indicates electronic density loss.


































































near the Fermi level, e.g., boron as a good electron acceptor is the
one having the most empty orbitals, which facilitates the
accommodation of more valence electrons (drawn from the
ribbon) to spread the charge associated with adsorption of
additional protons. The greater capacity for proton adsorption
makes boron an attractive candidate for improving the charge
and energy storage capability of edge-dominated carbon
materials.
4. Conclusions
In conclusion, the capacity for uptake of adsorbed protons onto
the heteroatom-substituted edge of zigzag-shaped graphene
ribbons has been studied and the corresponding change of elec-
tronic structure characteristics analyzed using density functional
theory calculations. For heteroatom B-, N-, and O-substituted
ribbons, the energetically preferred substitution site is at the edge
of each ribbon. All edge doping processes are exothermic in
either a donor or acceptor way. The energy gain by heteroatom
substitution is more significant when the dopant is a nitrogen or
oxygen atom, which is helpful in explaining the ready contami-
nation of graphene in oxidized environments. The consideration
of substitution percentage using different sized models suggests
an increasing amount of oxygen dopant at the ribbon edge could
easily give rise to structural instability.
The adsorption of protons to the exposed ribbon edge is found
to be strongly exothermic up to a certain maximal loading. The
maximum number of adsorbed protons onto the substituted
ZGNR edges depends on the type of dopant (4, 3, 2, and 1 for B,
C, N, and O, respectively) and obeys a rule of (8-n-1), where n is
the number of valence electrons of the edge atoms. In other
words, the B-doped ribbon edge accepts the largest number of
protons amongst the cases studied here. This result leads to
a better understanding at the electronic level of the adsorption
mechanisms of charge carriers coupled with the edge chemistry
of graphene ribbons, which is helpful to design high-performance
carbon-based supercapacitor devices.
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